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I. Comparing trees. There are many reasons why one would want to compare trees, falling into
three basic categories:
-- Within an analysis of one clade, with the same OTUs; e.g., equally or nearly equally
parsimonious (or likely) trees, trees resulting from different character partitions, models of
evolution, or methods of analysis, and comparisons with trees from the literature.
-- Within an analysis of one clade, with different OTUs; trying to come up with a general
tree for all OTUs, e.g. super trees.
-- Comparing analyses of different clades, e.g., gene family evolution, migration between
populations, vicariance biogeography, host/ parasite relationships, symbiosis, community
evolution, or any long-term ecological association. We will cover these later in the class, but for
now just be aware that most of the same principles obtain.
Methodology for comparing phylogenies (some of this is review of Kip's Feb 24 lecture):
(1) consensus techniques (strict, semi-strict, majority rule, Adams) -- the goal being
finding shared signal among trees.
Strict consensus: Only monophyletic groups found in all source trees are found in the
resultant tree. The tree excludes a subset of all possible trees and conversely includes a subset of
possible trees, whether or not they are part of the source set, e.g. (A(B(CD))) + (A(C(BD))) = (A
(BCD)) but this also implies (A(D(BC))). In some sense the most conservative consensus.
Semistrict consensus: Only monophyletic groups found in at least one of the source trees
and compatible (not in conflict) with all other source trees are found in the resultant tree, i.e.
if a clade is never contradicted, but not always supported, then it is still included in this
compromise tree. E.g. (A(B(CD))) + (A (BCD)) = (A(B(CD)))
Majority-rule consensus: Shows groups that appear in more than a pre-specified percentage
of source trees, usually >50%. Not recommended for summary of equally-optimal trees resulting
from a search.
Adams Consensus: Inconsistently placed taxa are moved down to the first node that
summarizes the possible topologies. N.B., groups can appear in Adams consensus that are not
found in any source tree. Adams trees have no biological or phylogenetic interpretation, but they
do point to “wildcard” taxa. Those taxa may be experimentally removed from the matrix and the
resulting analysis compared to when they are included.
(2) tree-to-tree distance metrics. There are two types of approaches. One counts the
number of steps needed to transform one tree into another (e.g., NNI interchange metric,
partition metrics, agreement subtrees). The second represents two trees as sets of simpler
structures and then measures similarity between these (e.g., quartet measures).
The Robinson Foulds metric is a commonly used metric; defined as the sum of [the
number of partitions of data implied by the first tree but not the second tree] plus [the number of
partitions of data implied by the second tree but not the first tree]. It is also called the symmetric
difference metric (Robinson, D. R., Foulds, L. R. 1981. Mathematical Biosciences, 53, 131-147).
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from the Component User's Guide, by Rod Page
(http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/cplite/title.pdf)

(3) component analysis (more in the biogeography lectures) -- finding individual
statements of relationship that are shared among trees, basically a node relating some taxa to the
exclusion of others.
a component

(4) Maximum likelihood approaches (e.g., parametric bootstrapping) -- comparing
alternative trees or alternative models of evolution for your data (e.g., Efron, et al. 1996.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 93: 13429).
(5) Brooks parsimony, i.e., representing the grouping information in separate trees as
characters in a matrix (e.g., using Brooks parsimony, also called "matrix representation
parsimony"). This might be used when comparing hosts and parasites, or phylogenies of
different taxa that all live in the same areas of endemicity. [See Brooks & McLennan, 1991;
Brooks 1981, Syst. Zool. 30:229; Wiley 1988, Syst. Zool. 37:271; and see Kluge 1988, Syst.
Zool. 37:315 for some suggested modifications.]
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In class exercise: fill in the rest of this character matrix. Then when you are all done, what
topology would the matrix support?
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(6) Supertrees are one of the frequent applications of tree comparisons, in this case
attempting to combine different trees of the same larger clade that were developed from different
sets of OTUs. In the simplest case, detailed phylogenies of individual genera are stitched
together using a backbone phylogeny of a family that might have one representative of each
genus. For a more analytical approach, Brooks parsimony can be used (branches in the separate
trees are represented in a data matrix for analysis).
(7) Supermatrices are at the opposite end of the spectrum from the supertree approach -these are so-called total evidence analyses that concatenate all the data types into one matrix.
Note that different models can be used for different partitions (i.e., different genes,
morphological data, etc.).
II. "Coevolution" and "Symbiosis"
How so we define coevolution, exactly? It can be over-broadly defined to include any
interaction between different lineages; that makes it basically synonymous with plain ol'
"evolution." So most people take it to mean a long-term interaction between lineages -- but how
long-term? Janzen (1980) defined it in terms of trait evolution: “evolutionary change in a trait
of the individuals of one population in response to a trait of the individuals of a second
population, followed by an evolutionary response by the second population to the change in the
first.” (this definition essentially follows the original meaning from Ehrlich and Raven 1968).
Coevolution can occur in the context of many different ecological interactions. The
interactions can be mutually beneficial, or beneficial to one lineage and either neutral or
detrimental to the other. The term symbiosis refers to a close and prolonged ecological
relationship between the individuals of two (or more) different species, and can involve
mutualism, parasitism or other interactions.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Effect of Interaction
Name of Interaction
Species A
Species B
Competition
Predation/Herbivory/Parasitism
+
Mutualism
+
+
Commensalism/Facilitation
0
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If coevolution is defined to be
a relationship that is long enough to
continue through one or more
divergences of the lineages involved,
then it can be studied directly using
phylogenetic comparative methods.
Prolonged coevolution can lead to
cospeciation, which will appear as
phylogenetic congruence between two
or more systems of lineages.
Cospeciation represents
another generalization of the
phylogeny/ homology relationship
(which could be considered the
"coevolution" of organism lineages
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and their characters), like other examples we have discussed before such as vicariance
biogeography (which is organism/ earth coevolution) or gene family evolution (which is gene/
genome coevolution).
Some cool emerging applications in this area include phylogenetic approaches to
microbiomes and ecological networks
Methodology:
-- These kinds of questions always involve comparing different cladograms, yet how to
do this can be hypothesis-dependent. In addition to comparing topologies per se, some questions
would require comparing branch lengths on the topologies, or at least comparing the presence or
absence of specific characters. See specific examples on the following sheets.
-- Like other areas of comparative methods we have discussed, the general approach is to
first define the patterns you are looking for, carefully define the causal hypothesis to be tested,
then specify a null hypothesis (what you would expect if the hypothesized cause is NOT
working), and finally design a test that would let you reject the null hypothesis if it is indeed
false. These sorts of comparative cladogram studies are in their infancy, and you could make
contributions to both methods and empirical results.
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